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of Akyab. The name would not be unexpected there,
because it is still preserved in that region under the
form of Talaing. It is known that the Burmese
designated under this name the Mon race which had
preceded them in Pegu and disseminated there a
civilisation, tributary to fndia. According to Sir
Arthur Phayre, it can be generally admitted that
Talaing = TeIinga: Porchhamer has proposed to replace
this interpretation by another explanation drawn from the
Mon language where talaing signifies " trampled over by
feet;" the derogatory term might have replaced the proper
ethnical name of the Mons after their defeat (ef. Hofeon-
Jo&son, s. v. Talaing for the texts and the references).
Phayre himself notes that though Kalinga figures in the
Peguan annals, " the word Telingana is never met with
there." The case is therefore exactly parallel to that of
India; we have before us a name of very ancient aspect,
which the literature has ignored for a long time. It is
possible, even probable, that the literary usage has preferred
to maintain the old denomination of Andhra, applied by
Brahmanism since the Vedic times (Aitareya BrShmana),
and consecrated by its mere antiquity, rather than to
employ a vocable of uncertain form. The other name
given to Trilingon in Ptolemy, Triglypton or Triglyphon,
appears to be an attempt at interpretation, conforming
to that which the medieval usage in Jndia had already
furnished. The term is composed of W=Sk, tri " three "
+gl$pton or glyphon, both of whicfc has the meaning
of " chiselled and engraved," th«v " uig*yph * (triglyphos
or triglypTion*, its gender is utdetermined) is a term in
architecture which designates \ feature of the frieze in
the Doric entablature; the triglyph is composed of the
parallel grooves grouped by threes, with the "drops"

